CLASSIFIEDS
To place a classified ad, please go to www.campusclassifieds.ca

FOR RENT
Looking for a place to live and work that is quiet and serene.
Furnished apartment in a quiet location.
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Kati Kovacs
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by Kati Kovacs

You know what I love the most about Reading Week? No students equals no assignments to mark. We should have Reading Week every week. My personal highlights from the Week of Reading included not buying a house, my fabulous birthday party, and being too list for bikinis.

I live a full life.

I want to say a huge thank you to everyone who came to the campus.

FAServatory on 20 February to watch the lunar eclipse. The turnout was massive and we had clear skies for the entire event. Also visible that night were many satellites. Mars, Saturn, and adorable little kids excited about astronomy. It couldn't have been better.

If you'd like to get up super early, you have the opportunity to see three very different planets this week. Head outside around 6:45am and look towards the southeast. The bright planet higher in the southeast is Jupiter, the largest gas giant. The other two planets much lower in the sky and to the left of Jupiter are Mercury (higher) and Venus (lower). You'll know they're planets because they don't twinkle like the stars do.

Oh, and the FAServatory is going to be open every Thursday (weather permitting) from 8-9pm starting next week.

AstronomyWatch is a weekly feature that covers the goings-on in the night skies, the galaxy, and sometimes even Kati's personal life.

THE GATEWAY This whole 1910 thing is a pattern